The constitution of American United States which issued on (1787) is based on the principle of the separation among authorities. The regulators have aimed through putting this constitution secure the American people rights and freedom. but the mechanic of the political institution work has separated among three authorities (Executive – congress and Judaic authority) by cooperation and checking among each other; which was known as (principle of checking and balance among authorities) the aim of this firstly; to secure nations unit, secondly; to achieve balance among the three authorities from one side and to secure the balance between the united government and the government of states from the other side . the united states of American history indicates that the requirements of the American national security usually led to the expansion of the powers of authorities of the united government on the benefit of states supported by article six of the united constitution (1787) which stipulated that (principle of law constitutional highness) means the cancellation of any law issued by one of the states if this law contradicted the united constitution. the American people rights and freedom achieved through the ten adjustments which accompanied the American united constitution (1787) which stipulated that (principle of law constitutional highness) means the cancellation of any law issued by one of the states if this law contradicted the united constitution.